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Built in 1908, this majestic building 

opened as a grand place of prayer and 

service, boasting a rare pipe organ and 

what was then the world’s largest 

concrete poured dome.

One of the most 
historically significant 

buildings in Los Angeles. 



      

       

      

        

       

   

      

       

      

       

     

Rededicated by the Art of Living

Foundation in 2010, it became an urban

oasis for Southern California. Located in

the heart of Los Angeles, the Dome serves

as a landmark center for dialogue, peace,

meditation and community uplifting.

The building expresses the beauty and

emotion of a historic church without the

symbolism of one. Groups and individuals

of all traditions and denominations feel at

home when hosting or attending events.



Dome



    Stage of the Main Hall



       

      

       

       

      

     

         

      

    

     

Built in Gothic style, the entry leads

through a narrow vestibule with a

vaulted ceiling to the foyer. The inviting

space of this large reception area also

serves as a destination for of-site

meetings and luncheons. Staircases on

either side of the foyer lead to the rear

of the main auditorium, while two

staircases, directly ahead lead

dramatically under the main hall’s dome.



    

     

   

     

     

      

     

 

 

Large Grecian columns vaulted

ceilings; dormer, casement and arched

windows; colonnade supporting

peaked roof; original brick, stucco,

concrete, terracotta; a high copper

clad dome, wood paneled walls and

tiled foors; historic wood paneled

interior elevator

Architectural features

Foyer



   

      

      

      

 

          

       

 

Hall 1 (main hall)

Rising ninety feet above the auditorium

foor, the dome creates an encircling

grandeur over a spacious and fully

restored interior.

It provides a seating of up to 1000 that is

made of pews carved from single pieces

of mahogany.



 

     

      

    

Hall 2

Original hardwood fooring that seats

450 and hosts events from receptions

and galas to yoga workshops.



This beautiful center also serves as a 

popular location for events, film and 

television shoots.

To mention a few of the movie and 

television shows:

Vice


Space Force  


Perry Mason


Gloria

Death to 2020


Hot Bench


Impeachment


Good trouble
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Perry Mason

Vice



Impeachment

Death to 2020

Impeachment
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One of the world’s largest volunteer-

based non profts, the Art of Living is

dedicated to creating a stress-free,

violence-free society.

Operating in 156 countries, The Art of

Living Foundation is a non-proft,

educational and humanitarian

organization founded in 1981 by the

world-renowned humanitarian and

spiritual leader and peacemaker

Gurudev Sri Sri Ravi Shankar.



The Art of Living offers numerous highly 

effective educational and self-development 

programs and tools that facilitate the 

elimination of stress and foster deep and 

profound inner peace, happiness and well-

being for all individuals. 



In addition to these courses offered 

globally, AOLF, working in collaboration 

with The International Association for 

Human Values (IAHV) and in special 

consultative status with the United Nations 

Social and Economic Council, has 

successfully implemented numerous 

humanitarian projects and service 

initiatives including.
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